Abstract. The ideals f¿ k of cobordism classes in JK containing a representative admitting a (Z2)/c-action with fixed point set of codimension r are determined for 2k > r .
Introduction
Following [P] let ¿fj k denote the ideal in the unoriented cobordism ring yK of classes containing a representative that admits a (Z2)*-action (that is, an action generated by k commuting involutions) with fixed point set of constant dimension n -r. That article contains references for the cases k = 1, r < 8 and complete calculations for the cases k > 1, r < 2. 'even, *'k~ t©~=r^n Ker*, r odd.
A result of torn Dieck implies that for equality to hold it is necessary that 2k > r. The present work shows that the condition is sufficient for r > 1 .
This work is part of my doctoral dissertation at the University of Virginia under the direction of Professor R. E. Stong.
Background
Throughout this work Z2 denotes the integers mod 2 and = denotes congruence mod 2. Binomial coefficients are (m) = m\/n\(m -n)\.
Manifolds are to be smooth, compact, of constant dimension, and without boundary but not necessarily connected. For a particular example 4> : (Z2)k x M" -> M" of a smooth action on an «-dimensional manifold T\, T2,..., T\ may be used to denote the commuting involutions that generate <f> ; the fixed point set of the action is F (or perhaps F"~r if it is to be of constant dimension n-r); Ftu ..., t¡ is the fixed point set of the subgroup generated by T\,... ,T¡.
Let JC = (B^to-^ denote the unoriented cobordism ring; this is shown in [T] to be a Z2-polynomial algebra on a single generator x¡ of each dimension not of the form 2" -1. The equivalence class of M in ¿K is denoted by [M] Using the notation of [P] for r > 0, k > 1 let ffk = ®%=rfnrk QJC be the ideal of classes containing a representative admitting a (Z2)k-action with fixed set of constant codimension r, i.e., an (n -/^-dimensional manifold. It is immediate, for example, that ff*k = JK , ffkÇ= f.\k+\, and ffk f^k ç ff+k . A complete calculation of ff k for the cases r = 1, 2 is also found in Consequently in order to get equality in Lemma 2.1 it is necessary that 2k > r (otherwise, if r is of the form 2" -1 then xr+\ g £''k and if r is not of the form 2"-l then xrtfr\k). The task then is to find examples of actions on indécomposables. They will come from the following source. Note that RP(X¡) fibering over X is homeomorphic to X, and to distinguish it from other such spaces refer to it as {e¡} x X. As a motivating example suppose we are given A, -» X¡ for 1 < i < 4 with a (Z2)2-action generated by Tlti, T^2 on X\, a (Z2)1-action generated by T2,i on X2, (Z2)°-actions on X-¡, X4, and involutions 7fj on A, covering each Tij. Define T^,T2,T\ respectively to be the involutions induced on If each (Z2)fc<-action on X has fixed set of constant codimension then so too will be the action produced by the general procedure, formalized below.
Lemma 3.1. Let A, -♦ X be line bundles, and let (Z2)k¡ act on A, as bundle maps with fixed set F¡ on X for all 1 < i < I with Yl'i=i 2ki < 2k. Then Proof. Let (Z2)k< act on RPn> with F¡ = RP"' for i <n-r and Ft a set of n, + 1 points for i > n -r. o
Existence of indécomposables
The following combinatorial proofs establish the existence of indecomposable manifolds RP(n\, n2, ... , n¡) mandated by the preceding.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose l + n-l>2k>l>3.
Then there exists an indecomposable RP(n\, n2, ... , n¡) if I is odd and I + n-\ is not of the form 2" -1 or if I is even and I + n -1 is not of the form 2" or 2" -1.
Proof. Let m = I + n -2, and express m = J2k=0 mi2i with 0 < m, < 1. Let j = Yl'i=i (™) • According to Lemma 2.3 the manifold is indecomposable if and only if s = 1. To construct representatives it is necessary to treat cases.
Case I odd, n even. Take RP(n/2, n/2; I) for which * = 2(B72) + (/-2)(ff)*l.
Remaining cases. One may assume m is not of the form 2" -1 or 2" -2, so one can find a minimal j > 1 so that m¡ = 0 and thus / + n -2 > 2k + (2J: -2) ; since 2k > I, it follows that n>2j.
Case I odd, n odd. One has 60-C-a')-0 due to disagreement in the ;'th, Oth places respectively, and RP(n -2j, 2j ; /) has -GO+CîiO+c-flGO-1-Case I even, n even. RP(V , (n -2-0/2, (n -2J)/2 ; /) has *-60+2((»-J5o/a)+ff-«00-1-Case I even, n odd. RP(V + 1, (n -V -l)/2, (n -V -l)/2 ; /) has H*>l)+2((»-25"-l)/2)+C-3)(ïïH-°L An inductive argument shows ¿fj k contains all specified decomposables, i.e. of dimension d > r and, for r odd, in Ker x • The cases r = 2, 3 follow simply from the fact that ß^f k contains indécomposables of dimension d > r and is an ideal. Therefore assume that 2k > r and ^r'fc contains all specified decomposables for r, < r.
Suppose r < n and [Mn] = [M^][M^]
. We wish to find r, < n,., i = 1, 2, with r\ + r2 = r, so as to exploit the inductive hypothesis and <?f\ ^k ç f¿k.
If /([A/"]) = 0 then simply choose r\ = n\, r2 = n2 -(n -r). If r is even and x([Af"]) = 1, hence n\,n2 are even, the same assignment works because it makes r\, r2 even, d
Corollary 5.2. f2k = ©~2^ for k>2. o Corollary 5.3. f?k= Kerx for k> 2. o
